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TTHHEE  BBOOCCKK  FFLLOOWWSS  HHEERREE!!  
 

Greetings Merry Bocksters! Do you really know when you have a good thing 
going? How does this sound? When you get off a plane after spending 12 days in 
México at a beach resort in Playa del Carmen, consuming numerous tequila drinks 
(including a few shots!), 80-85 degree days in February, too much food to 
consume, hotties in bikini’s, Dos Equis on tap, even picking up a few new Mexican 
cans for the collection and you have someone pick you up the morning after 
landing to head on down to Blue/Gray for the Merry Bocksters Bock Tasting! 
YEAH! Once again, the annual Bock Tasting at B/G was a huge success. I don’t 
know the exact count of different bocks which were tasted (I’m sure the summary 
of beers will appear elsewhere in the newsletter), but there were quite a few good 
ones as well as some very drinkable Antique Bocks. This years tasting was very 
well attended with the usual suspects and some newcomers. One newcomer was 
Dave Witman from NY. Dave is a regular at a number of shows but this was the 
first time I recall he and his better half MJ attend B/G. When you see Dave at 
these other shows, he is usually serving micros and talking beer with the best of 
them. Dave felt right at home during the Bock Tasting because he went right to 
the head of the table with our usual statistician/server Dave Lang. (Dave along 
w/Robert Fondren usually keep lists of all the beers sampled.)  

There was one small problem with Dave serving. He was opening and 
serving the samples like we were power drinking! At times we had 3 beers in front 
of us. A couple of times I had to ask him to slow down so we could find out which 
bock we were sampling! I think his comment to me when I slowed him down was 
he didn’t want to miss any beers in the hospitality room! Can’t blame his logic 
there, especially since he was a first timer! One of the more memorable samples 
this year were 2 bock beers by Yuengling. One was the just released Yuengling 
Bock and the other was a vintage 1950’s Bock. As we were opening both bocks, I 
made mention when I was BCCA President in 2008, I had the opportunity to meet 
Dick Yuengling. After stating this fact I yelled to our Bockster Secretary/Treasurer 
to “GET ME DICK ON THE PHONE TO SAMPLE THESE BOCKS!” Needless to say, 
there were plenty of laughs to go along with all the great bocks!  

The Merry Bocksters have held one of the most popular raffles in the BCCA 
the past 3 years, culminating with the winners being drawn at the Blue/Gray 
Show. Because of the hard work of our own Jim Romine to keep Paypal from 
shutting us down and absconding some of our proceeds, tracking all the ticket 
sales and coordinating this years e-mail blasts through the BCCA, we once again 
managed to raise some dollars for the chapter and reward 3 lucky winners with 
some nice bock cans.  Thanks Jim for all your efforts and to those who also sold 
tickets at shows they attended. Thanks to all you Bocksters who bought tickets to 
support our chapter! And a big thanks one more time to Dale Rogalski who has 
been very generous to the chapter.  

Spring is upon us and this offers numerous shows to attend, as well as many 
different beers, including bocks to sample. If you all can remember to send me an 
e-mail on which bock beers you try, I will create a composite on our web site. 
Enjoy the shows, and the beers and hopefully you’ll all pick up something new for 
the collection. Until the next Bock Beer is consumed, stay safe, healthy and enjoy 
collecting……..Especially Bock Stuff! 
 

Cheers!       JOE #24997 



Our Veep Shares some Good Info! 
Greetings fellow Bocksters! Spring has sprung and that means two things, 

Bock Beer & Baseball. I kicked off opening day with my favorite Doppelbock; 
Celebrator from Ayinger Brewery. Yes, the great American past time celebrated 
with fine German bier. It doesn’t get any better than that, and the home team 
won!  

I’ve been asked by our editor to say a few words about our national 
organization, the BCCA.  Although I haven’t been involved with the Board of 
Directors lately, I can report the formation of a new committee. This new 
committee is called the Gift Management Committee and what it does is handle 
all items donated to the BCCA and seeks the best ways to convert those donations 
into cash for the club’s coffers. Recently an Anheuser-Busch distributor named 
Tony Joynt donated a large collection of A-B cans to the BCCA and the GMC has 
been busy converting the donation into cash.  

A few cans have been sold on eBay and a rare Faust can and Withdrawn 
Free Budweiser Eagle Claw will be offered in a raffle at Canvention. All club 
members will have a chance to win one of these rare cans while helping the club 
out at the same time. Advertisement on the BCCA site, sticky posts on the Rusty 
Bunch site and email blasts to all BCCA members have been sent out advertising 
this wonderful donation. Many more cans are waiting to be offered to the club in 
the form of commemorative cans and foreign set cans as well.  

I’m happy to announce to this date a large sum of money has been 
generated for the club! No need to thank us now, but when club dues don’t 
increase over the next few years and the quality of the national magazine 
continues and Canvention is bigger and better than ever, the efforts of this new 
committee will be well evident. For further information about donations and 
committee activities, feel free to contact me at; huber1960@sbcglobal.net. 

Mike Pope, MB #107 
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ANOTHER PHOTO FROM THE FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM. My Uncle Boone is on 
the right, holding onto his pet goat Herkimer. That’s right, I named my stuffed goat after 
my uncle’s pet. He took the goat to his favorite watering hole, The “He’s not Here” 
Tavern, outside of Grafton, W Va. That’s how they answered the phone, “He’s Not 
Here”. Anyway, here you see Boone having some fun with the proprietor, who looks 
more than a little shook up by Herk’s love of beer. Story was that Herk had to have two 
beers a day, or he got more than a little testy. Nothing worse, though, than a goat with a 
hangover. So, two was the limit. Boone only made that mistake once! 
LOT’S TO TELL YOU ABOUT THIS ISSUE! First, we ‘ll recap the Blue Gray show. After 
last year’s weather debacle, and the issues with the hotel, the show was back to its old 
self. Attendance was good, the range of beer goodie available was fantastic, and the 
beer selection was as good as ever. Maybe better, as there seemed to be fewer 
Raspberry/Strawberry Wit Hefeweisens this year, and more mainstream Ales, Pale Ales, 
and a couple excellent Porters. And, of course, there was the Annual Bock Tasting.  We 
tasted 33 different Bocks this year, including:  
Fisherman’s Navigator Winter Reserve   Drewry’s Genuine Bock Beer 
Hudepohl Festival Bock                 Yuengling Bock Beer (1952) 
Capital Platinum Blonde Dopplebock          Anchor Bock Beer 
Atwater Block Winter Bock                     Hoffstettner Granitbock 
Gunther Bock (1953) Can     Gold Bond Double Bock 
Breckenridge Pandora’s Bock    Genesee Bock Beer 
Yard’s Thomas Jefferson’s Tavern Ale   Gluek Honey Bock 
Spaten Optimator     Smuttynose Maibock 
Hooker Liberator Dopplebock Lager    Gordon Biersch Winter Bock 

Auntie Em! Auntie Em! Seriously, thanks to all who checked on 
me after the tornado! 

 



Lakefront Big Easy Imperial Maibock   Ayinger Celebrator 
Smuttynose S’muttonator     Innstadt Dopple Bock 
Victory St. Boisterous Dopplebock    Blowing Rock Bock Lager 
Rheingold Genuine Bock Beer (1949)   Climax Dopple Bock 
Samuel Adams Chocolate Bock    Jeff Murbach’s Dopplebock 
Genuine Frankenmuth Bock Beer    Utica Club Bock Beer (1962) Can 

Devil’s Backbone Collaborator Dopplebock (2010)   
Heavy Seas Hang Ten Weizen Dopplebock Unfiltered Wheat Beer 
Redhook Limited Release Eisbock 28 Ice Processed Winter Warmer 

 
In Robert Fondren’s words: 
“Two of the old bocks were in cans. The Gunther Bock was not bad, but the Utica Club 
Bock was. 
Of the bottled old bocks, the Yuengling was good and the Rheingold was remarkably 
well preserved for its age. 
Of the newer beers, Jason’s (from Devil’s Backbone) was excellent. It had aged well. I 
remember that the Pandora’s Bock was good. And, the Climax Dopple Bock was 
excellent, but of course it would be.” 
A glorious time was had by all, as you can plainly se from the photos. 

Here we are 
in THE PIT, where all 
the taste testing 
action is happening. 
You see our Masters 
of Ceremonies in the 
thick of it – Prez Joe 
Germino, Dave Lang, 
and newbie but old 
hand at tastings, 
Dave Witman. And, 
wait, what’s this I 
see? It can’t be! But 
it is! Robin Carlson 
was STANDING 
through the entire 
event! 

Here’s Bockster Joe Older pouring a 
cup of 1952’s finest – Gunther Bock. It was 
much better than it had any right to be! 

Below – Add your OWN caption! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HERE’S WHAT a Bock 
Tasting does to you. 
Bocksters Steve 
Beercanman Gordon, 
Jeff Murbach, and Dave 
Reed, with Doc Tom 
Hoffman in the rear, just 
in case. 
 

 

See the lovely brown foam? Yes, its filled,  
it was chilled, and then we swilled! 

Copperhead Chip Sims, 
Candog Tom Chegash, Mikey 
Daniels, Charlie Bacon and? 

Of course, the OTHER big 
Bockster event of the show was the 
SUPER RAFFLE. We held the drawing 
Saturday afternoon, after selling 
approximately 600 tickets. Everyone’s 
odds got better, because we didn’t sell 
out! But, a promise is a promise, and 
we said Saturday was the date, so IT’S 
ON! 

We got the cutest little girl to 
draw the tickets. This is all part of the 
evil plan. If there’s any question 
whether we’re running a clean raffle, 
we just refer the complainant to the 
little girl, she cries, and the crowd does 

a number on the malcontent. It’s perfect! So far, No complaints! 



OK, Everybody, all at once now,“AWWW” 
And, the best part was, we had two of the winners at the show. Second Place 

Winner Mike 
Hearn was 
presented with 
his Meister Brau 
Bock Flat by our 
Prez, with Veep 
Mike Pope in 
the foreground. 
Third Place 
Winner, Dave 
Reed, is shown 
elsewhere with 
his Valley Brew 
Bock . First 
Place Winner, 
Kevin 
Schockling, 
BCCA#33687, 
was not at the 
show. 

 
 



THE WINNER’S CIRCLE 
YOU KNOW WHAT? It pays to be a Bockster! Here’s two good examples of that, right 
here, right now! 

Here’s Bockster Don Wild, the 
WINNER of the Utica Club Bock 
flattop can we gave away during 
the Holidays. Just for being a 
Member in Good Standing as of 
January 1, 2001. You also see 
his very impressive Bock 
collection over his right shoulder. 
If you look closely, you’ll see that 
he did not have the UC can, so 
we actually added a can to one 
of the premier Bock collections in 
this country, as you saw in a 
recent Centerfold! 

Congratulations, Don! 

Then there’s Bockster Dave 
Reed. He was a WINNER of the 
Valley Brew Bock can we gave 
away in Super Raffle #3. Talking 
to him about it, he was delighted 
to win the can, which will be 
prominently displayed when we 
all visit his home during the next 
CANvention! Dave lives in 
Cincinnati, and is hip deep in the 
preparations for the event. But, 
he found time to get a few Raffle 
tickets, and it paid off big time for 
him! Good on ya, Dave! 

Pays to be a Bockster, huh? 



 

 

 

 

HEY BOCKSTERS! Finally, we get a new Bock can from someone other than Shiner! It’s all the more 
exciting because it’s from a brewer that never put out a Bock can before. I hope they continue.It’s also a 
twist in that it’s a 16 oz can. And if you read the fine print, it’s 6.5% ABV, so it truly is a handful, in more 
than one way. Thanks go to Mark and Bocksterette Susie Swartz for this example.                                                                         
So, without further ado, HERE IT IS! 

 WELL DONE, 
EH? They 
knocked it 
outta the 
park, in my 
view. The 
green 
metallic paint 
lends a classic 
look to the 
graphics, 
which are 
definitely a 
throwback to 
earlier 
editions of 
‘Gansett 
cans. The 
name in 
script, the “Hi 
Neighbor!” 
badge, the 
nice Bock 
story, with a 
new twist 
(“…when the 
rams come 
down from 
the 
mountains”).  

My only critique of the design is that since it is a pint, couldn’t they have made the goat bigger?  

A NEW Bock Can! 

 Pint Size! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Kenn Flemmons 
 
 
Here’s a story you probably haven’t heard, about a cache of cans from an old time collector, and how 
they returned to the hobby. 
 

The late Vic Olson mailed me a note in Oct. 1993 saying that a fellow Arkansas 
collector, E.E. “Pod” Harris had died and that Pod’s sister had called him (Vic) to see if 
he knew of anyone that would be interested in his collection. After reading Vic’s note, I 
immediately called him to ask how to get in touch with Pod’s sister because I was 
interested in looking at his collection. Vic was also interested so he called the sister and 
arranged for us to meet her at Pod’s house the next weekend. Pod lived on Lake 
Norfolk in extreme northern Arkansas, a 3+ hour drive from Little Rock. No one had 
seen Pod’s collection in years as he was a bit of a recluse. Vic and I went up to his 
house that next Saturday and met his sister. The collection was the biggest one I had 
ever seen before or since. There were about 100 cans on a wall in the house and those 
were all we could really see. Pod lived in a 6 room house but four of them were filled 
with boxes of cans from floor to ceiling, from wall to wall. There were also three out 
buildings, the smallest of which was 10’ x 20’ that were crammed full of cans. We asked 
her what amount she wanted for the whole collection and she answered with an amount 
that she needed to pay off the funeral home for Pod’s arrangements. Vic and I agreed 
that we didn’t want to try to negotiate a better price considering the circumstances so 
we struck the deal with Pod’s sister. She gave us a key to the house so that we could 
start hauling the collection out. We had arranged a space at another collector’s house in 
a shop building he had in his backyard about halfway between Pod’s house and Little 
Rock. This “staging area” turned out to be a big help. 

Our best guess is that there were 35,000+ cans total. The preponderance were 
Schmidt scene cans in all their variations, dumpers from the west coast and aluminum 
cans. Almost no breweriana, just cans. Many of the boxes of cans in storage had never 
been opened. Some were boxes of Schmidt cans that Vic Olson had shipped to Pod 10 
years earlier that had Vic’s return address still on the unopened boxes. Pod had bought 
a lot of cans over the years from several west coast dumpers which explained the huge 
number of California and Washington cans. 

We bought the collection basically on the 100 cans we could see on the shelf in 
the house. The rest of the collection was very much a treasure hunt as we had no clue 
what were in the boxes. 

It took us 12 trips hauling a 6’ x 12’ rental trailer full to get most of the cans 
moved to the staging area near Heber Springs, Arkansas. The weekend after we met 
the sister at the house, we were up loading up a trailer when a deputy sheriff drove up 
to ask us what we were doing. He called the sister while he was there to confirm what 
we were telling him. Once he satisfied in his mind that we were supposed to be there, 
he offered to get a local Boy Scout troop involved to haul off the aluminum cans as a 

A Box of Bocks, and More! 



fund raiser for their troop which helped us tremendously. This meant 3-4 less trips to 
completely haul everything away. The gas and the trailer rental would have cost more 
than the cans would bring at a recycling center so we were glad to have the Scouts 
involved. 

While going through some of the Boxes, I found a can that didn’t have a bottom 
lid but did contain a lot of money, all bills. This was probably a hiding place for Pod to 
stash some cash around the house that wouldn’t be found. With thousands of cans 
there, it was a very effective hiding place! Considering the finances of the sister, Vic and 
I both agreed that we should send her the money to help with settling Pod’s estate and 
not keep it. It was the right thing to do. 

Some of the more common cans were donated to Vino’s Brewpub in Little Rock 
to adorn the wall in a new part of their building which was being remodeled to house 
new brewing equipment. While nothing special to an advance collector, the cans have 
been a good promotion piece for our local chapter. 

Once we got all the cans out of Pod’s house and storage buildings, then the 
monumental task of finding out just what we had bought began. This job would end up 
taking almost 2 months to complete. Vic and I had decided early on that we would each 
keep the cans that fit our specialties. For Vic, this meant 16 oz. US and 9 2/3 oz. 
English cans and for me 12 oz. US flats and cones. We each ended up adding about 
200 cans to our collections. The rest were sorted out into one of 4 groups: keepers, 
cans that were too far gone, aluminum tab top cans and foreign cans. The keepers were 
those that would be offered to other collectors as well as the foreign cans. The other two 
were added to the area landfill or recycled. We ended up with about 3000 cans that 
were sold in addition to the 400 or so that we kept for our own collections.  

We marketed the cans initially to those collectors we had met over the years. We 
knew of their collecting interests and tried to focus lists of cans for sale to fit those 
interests. Here is proof positive that contacts do make a difference! Vic left town for a 5 
week trip halfway through the process of moving the cans to the staging area and would 
call me almost nightly to find out what had been found as we started going through the 
boxes. Several other Arkansas collectors volunteered to help, too. It was a fun thing for 
a lot of folks to open a box of cans and see what “goodies” were inside! We were like 
kids in a candy store! 

After a while, we got sick of Schmidt scene cans. They seemed to be in nearly 
every box we sorted through. One large toilet paper box was opened and all you could 
see was several layers of Schmidt scene cans. Good thing we went through every box 
with a fine toothed comb because the bottom layer of this box was among the best cans 
we found. Two different Happy Hops, a Grace Brothers Ale, a Travis cone and others 
were all in this lower layer.    

There were a lot of tough labels in this collection. Here are a few: White Horse, B 
& B, Eagle, Hohenadel Ale, Monterey, Salute, BrauHaus, Excell, Gold Medal, Imperial, 
Liebman’s Cream Ale, New England Ale, Old Gold, Rishwain, Pilsen Brau, St. Claire, 
Steinbrau, Waldorf Ale, Willows, both Storz Winterbrus, Storz All Grain (farmer), 
Monogram, Lisco, Lion, Fort Sutter, Coronado and Badger. Many were off grade but 
difficult cans to find available in any condition.  
 
 



Tough Bock cans? There had been a rumor for years that Pod had a Manhattan 
Bock in his collection but no one had ever actually seen it. In one of the first boxes we 
opened was a note from another collector saying that he hoped Pod enjoyed the 
Manhattan Bock can he had sent. Needless to say, we looked long and hard for that 
can but never did find it. Pod must have sold it before he passed away(Ed. NOTE – 
More on this can in a future GOATZETTE!)  .  

Another odd can was a Pilsengold Bock. This can had an odd look to it. Some 
would say that it was painted. No can had been shown in any of the reference books for 
this brand which added to its mystique. Joe Miller of Texas and Jim Romine were 
consulted and the discussion of whether the can was original or painted went back and 
forth for some time. I didn’t feel qualified enough about this can to have a firm opinion 
but it did look to me that it may have been painted. Joe ended up buying the can 
knowing of the question mark of its origin. Jim Romine would later buy the can from Joe 
and it rests today in his collection. Real or not, it is an interesting can (Ed. NOTE – 
Pictured as Lilek 685. See the accompanying article about this can). Other tough 
Bock labels that I can remember were Acme Bock, Eastside Bock, GB Dark Bock, 
Goebel Bock, Gunther Bock, Hornung Bock, Pabst Bock, Valley Forge Bock, Valley 
Brew Bock, and Schoenling Bock.  

This was a fun experience. From the treasure hunt aspect of opening hundreds 
of boxes and not knowing what we’d find to being very popular for a couple of years at 
shows it was a once in a lifetime experience. I’ve never heard of another collection this 
large that anyone has bought and resold. It was great. I still have a few of the cans 
today from that collection in my totes and a few still on my wall. Looking back, it was 
one of the highlights of my collecting “career”.  

This 
photo is the only 
one that I know 
of showing the 
volume of cans. 
This photo was 
shot after we 
had moved all 
the cans to the 
staging area. 
The back of the 
photo says “this 
picture is of 20-
25,000 cans in 
storage, most in 
boxes. 24’ deep 
x 18’ wide, 7’ 
high.” This was 
after we 
separated most of the aluminum out.   
 



 

 

OK, LET’S GET  A FEW THINGS STRAIGHT. 

 #1 – I own the Pilsengold Bock that appears in the Lilek OI book. I have owned it for 9 years now. I got it 
from Joe Miller, when he dismantled his Bock collection. 

 #2 –The Pilsengold Bock can pictured here is the very same one that Kenn Flemmons mentions in his 
article. It came from ol’ Pod, who was in touch with many of the first generation California collectors, 
including Fred Wolpe and Hal Noreen (sp?). These two guys were very active in the early years. 

#3 - Another phenomenon of the early years was the proliferation of, and semi-acceptance of, 
repainting and/or touching up cans, particularly rarer cans. Evidence the relatively common Eagle and 
Gold Age low profile conetop cans.  How many have you seen? How many are total/partial repaints? I 
would bet few have seen a completely original Eagle. The vast majority are touched up to some degree. 
That’s just the way it was early on, and the West Coast seemed to lead the way. 

So. Now I will show you photos of the Pilsengold Bock, and you can judge for yourself whether this is 
either a well done repaint, a sample can for the brewery, or a total fraud. Whatever it is, I’m delighted to 
have it. It’s always a conversation piece! We’ll start with a trifecta of the whole can. 

LOOKS PRETTY GOOD, HUH?  Kind of a goofy goat, and a bit amateurish, but the script is really clean and 
distinct. Odd, though, that I was able to replicate the font in the title of the story, isn’t it? Gee, why 
doesn’t the side panel say Pilsengold Bock Beer? 

The Pilsengold Bock Story 
 



NOW LET’S LOOK AT THE CAN CLOSE UP. Beauty’s in the eye of the beholder. 

I highlight the goat to point out a couple things. 
Look at the lack of detail in the eyes. This is a 
cartoon goat. One horn is drawn differently than the 
other. There’s no symmetry in the ears. 

Check out the photo to the right. Look where 
the yellow at the corner of the contents has 
chipped off. If this was a production 
lithographed can, would the yellow paint layer 
stand up above the gray color so prominently? 

 Look at the lettering. It plainly is on top of 
the yellow color. Look where the black pin-
striping stops. It seems obvious that the 
two colors (yellow and gray) were painted 
separately onto the can, with masking 
used to create a crisp, clean line, then the 
black details were added on top of those 
two colors afterward. 

If anyone wants to see these photos in 
larger resolution, contact Your Humble 
Editor, and I will email them to you to 
enlarge to your heart’s content. 

 



HERE’S MORE REASON to doubt the authenticity of this can. If you look at this photo closely, you can see 
the layering 
of the colors, 
including the 
layering of 
the black 
lettering 
UNDER the 
black 
pinstriping. 
Let’s face it, 
it’s very well 
done, but it’s 
not a factory 
finish. The 
second “e “ 
in “Beer”  is 
painted over 
rust. 

 

MORE DAMNING EVIDENCE. The ragged edge 
above, where the can was evidently rubbed off over 
to the instructional panel, before painting began. To 
the left, the obvious layering of the paint.  

NEED I SAY MORE? 

 



Bock In the  
By Steve Armstrong 

 
Is it spring yet anywhere?  The calendar says it is but here in the Pacific Northwest, winter is still hanging on 
with weekly snow and rain storms.  It’s time to “think spring” and of course, that means the Bock Beer 
season as well.  I’ve not featured labels from a large, national brewer for awhile and none from Pabst so here 
we go.   
I’m no expert on Pabst Brewery history so the following is taken from the beer label book “Wisconsin Beer 
Labels, the First 75 Years” by Bob Kay, Tye Schwalbe, John Steiner, and Herb Page.  According to this 
book, the Pabst Brewing Co. is truly one of the giants of the industry and was for many years the largest 
brewery in Milwaukee.  Originally Jacob Best built the Empire Brewery in 1844 and ran it with the help of 
his sons as Best & Co.  By 1864 the firm had become Phillip Best & Co. and by 1873 had incorporated into 
the Phillip Best Brewing Co.  In 1889 the name was changed to the Pabst Brewing Co. and the firm went 
from strength to strength as a shipping brewer until 1920 when prohibition was enacted.  During the dry 
years the firm operated as the Pabst Corporation making cereal beverages and other food products.  Upon 
repeal in 1933 a merger with Premier Malt Products Co. resulted in the Premier-Pabst Corporation.  After 
1938 the name again reverted to Pabst Brewing Co.   The Milwaukee brewery closed in the 1990s however 
the firm survives today as a contract brewer. 
This first Pabst Bock is a pre prohibition label. It was first used in 1901 and would have been superseded 
shortly thereafter by labels with the word BEER added. While Pabst had bottled some Bock beer for many 
years previously, it was branded Blue Ribbon Bock. The label that is specifically just Bock, came into use 
during 1901. 
 

 
 

This is an uncut label with the neck label still attached to the main bottle label.  The overall size of this uncut 
label is 6 ¼” x 3 ½”.  I’m not sure of the exact time period this label was used but I would guess it to be a 
late 1890s or very early 1900s label.  In very fine print under the K of BOCK is the printer’s name, Glugler 
Litho Co. in Milwaukee.  Their company symbol is a 5 pointed star surrounding a G.  The authors have a 
value guide in their book and they give this label an “E” value (rare label without a $$ figure attached). 
 



The first Pabst Blue Ribbon Bock label dates to the 1933-1938 time period as the mandatory lists the 
Premier-Pabst Corp. as the brewer.  This label is about 4 ¼” x 2 1/8” in size and is for a 12 oz bottle.  This 
particular label has a hole punched date (?) of 7 1 04 at the top of ON of Ribbon. 
 

 
 

The next 3 labels are all of the same basic design with minor differences between all of them.  All are for 12 
oz bottles and are IRTP.  The next two Blue Ribbon Bock labels are the same size, about 4” x 2 ½”.  The 
bottom label is slightly larger and is 4 ½” x 2 5/8”.  The difference in the top two labels is the fine print at the 
top.  The upper label has an alcohol content statement while the other label has a New York License number 
statement.  This label is shown in the Wisconsin label book and is given an “A” value (up to $10). 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 
The Pabst Bock neck label above partially matches the main bottle label for the three Blue Ribbon Bock 
labels previously described.  The center goat logo matches with these labels so I presume this neck belongs 
to those body labels.  Does anybody have a Pabst Bock bottle showing this neck with the above body labels? 
 
The last label has a companion flat top can with 
the same basic design.  This label is about 3 ¾” x 
3 ¼” in size.  This label dates to the 1950s as 
there is no IRTP statement printed on the label.  I 
have 4 of these labels in my collection, three 12 
oz and one 7 oz.  This label is from Pabst 
Brewing in Milwaukee and has an alcohol 
content statement at the top in fine print.  The 
other Milwaukee 12 oz label does not have this 
statement.  There is also a no alcohol statement 
label of the exact same design but comes from 
Pabst Brewing in Los Angeles.  The 7 oz. label I 
have also comes from Milwaukee.  I would 
presume that since the flat top can came from at 
least 4 different cities (Los Angeles, Milwaukee, 
Peoria Heights, & Newark) the labels may have 
as well.  Can anybody confirm this for me? 
 
Until next time…enjoy your favorite bock beer of the season!  Cheers  
  



 
Some more items from recent ebay auctions for your enjoyment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e bock  from Joe Pac  

 

HORNUNGS BOCK 
BEER GOAT BLANKET 

A blanket for your Easter 
parade goat. This baby 

went off while many of us 
were in attendance at 

Blue-Gray, but one smart 
collector nailed this while 

attending the show. 
Nabbed for $110. Item is 
two sided with matching 

reverse side. 

 

 

PABST BLUE 
RIBBON BOCK 

Tough one to 
obtain from 

Peoria Heights. 
Top lid cut out. 
Displays nicely. 

Won at $186  

1930s ERLANGER'S 
BOCK BEER LABEL 

From Otto Erlanger 
Brewing Co. 

Philadelphia, PA. IRTP 
label No U-permit. Sold 

for $39 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F & S Premium Bock Beer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 See ya next time Joe Pac  #50 

 

Rheingold Pale 
Bock Beer  Can 

 

Tough NYC can. 
Has some obvious 
condition issues. 

Winning   bid $511. 
 

 

F & S Premium 
Bock Beer 

 

Pictures accurately 
represent condition. 

Very tough 
Shamokin, PA can. 

Won at $660 

   

Several Salesmans 
sample Bock Beer 

Labels. All sold 
individually for $10 

each. 
 

 



 

 

BARRY TRAVIS is a case. He’s well known as an artist, and his cartoons have been featured many times in 
the BCCA national magazine. But I wasn’t prepared for what came in the mail from him. Here’s the 
envelope that arrived in my mailbox. I wish I had seen the look on the mailman’s face! 

That’s right, a one-off 
piece of art! I was 
floored. When I got 
home from work, my 
wife met me at the 
door with it, with a 
look of disbelief on 
her face. I’m 
considering framing 
it! 

Then there was the 
letter inside…. 

 

 

 

There it was. A hand painted, over the top letter. Barry 
wanted raffle tickets for the Super Raffle! Inside he 
said, “Throw me in for 6 tries at your Bock cans”, and 
there was a check for $20. That threw me at first. $20? 
Shouldn’t there be $60 in there if he wants 6 tries? 

So I call him. And, literally as I’m waiting for him to 
answer, it dawns on me – 2 tickets X 3 cans =6 tries! 

So, he answers the phone, I confess what a mental 
moron I was, and we have a good laugh. 

 I only wish Barry had won a can. Then this story would 
truly have had a fairytale ending. I can only imagine 
the Thank You note I would have seen! 

I HAD to share this one! 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOW HERE’S a Goatmate of a different color! It’s a crazy litho from just after Prohibition, 
showing a herd of enraged goats tearing at the remains of the evil demon himself, all 
while drinking that good old Bock Beer from a keg in the background. The “warrant” on 
the fence, from Sheriff Bock, references the sentencing of “Yahoo Prohibition” to hang 
by Judge Comen Cens. THANKS to Scott Bristoll for this one! 



  
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
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